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1. Introduction 

In life science, the 3D structure, sequence and hyperstructure of biomolecules are 

summarized from the viewpoint of hydrogen bonding (Marechal, 2007). The bonding nature 

gives rise to network-forming, flexible, mobile and adjustable properties. As dynamic 

properties, ‘function and structure’ are affected directly or indirectly by hydrogen bonding. 

At different times and in different places, hydrogen bonding is variant, fluctuating and 

cooperative. In particular, a simulation study suggested that, in an inhomogeneous local 

circumstance, the dynamics of biomolecules are influenced by the hydration water (Kumar 

et al., 2006). 

As we know, a variety of crystal structures of pure water can be induced by changing the 

bonding angle and the distance between water molecules under high pressure (Salzmann et 

al., 2009). The complicated phase diagram of water contains metastable phases. The simple 

molecular structure but complicated nature of water leads us to a significant finding: there 

exist at least two glassy states in water, the low-density amorphous ice (LDA) and the high-

density amorphous ice (HDA), called polyamorphisms (Mishima & Stanley, 1998). This 

behavior is one of the entirely ‘mysterious’ properties of water. Moreover, the possibility of 

a liquid-liquid phase transition is noted, with hypothesized ‘second’ critical points. This 

phase transition may occur, for example, from a low-density liquid (LDL) phase at low 

pressure to a high-density liquid (HDL) at high pressure, and vice versa. 

In this study, we focus on the ‘hidden’ behavior of water in room temperature ionic liquids 

(RTILs). RTILs consist only of a cation and an anion. Near-zero vapor pressure and nano-

heterogeneity are representative features of RTILs. Both in previous experiments (Triolo et 

al., 2007) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Jiang et al., 2007), the nano-

heterogeneity was well explained by introducing polar and non-polar regions. In RTIL-H2O 

systems, it was found experimentally that density fluctuations decrease with increasing H2O 

concentration (Aono et al., 2011). In MD simulations of RTIL-H2O mixtures (Jiang et al., 

2007), as the water network develops with increasing H2O concentration, the interrupted 

process of nano-heterogeneity is visualized in the simulation box. RTILs provide an 

appropriate electrostatic field such as the protein-water system in cells or membranes. In 

simple RTIL-water systems, ambiguous factors in the complicated protein-water system are 
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substantially decreased. Therefore, we can discover the role of water from the water-assisted 

functions in simple RTIL-water systems. 

A the non-imidazolium RTIL, N, N-diethyl-N-methyl-N-(2-methoxyethyl) ammonium 
tetrafluoroborate, [DEME][BF4], was selected for this study. In [DEME][BF4]-water systems, 
an unusual geometrical effect is seen both in the liquid and solid states. In the liquid state, a 
‘hierarchy structure’ (Aono et al., 2011) is formed at a specific water concentration. In the 
solid state, two kinds of superstructures, an anomalous domain structure and volume 
contraction, are observed only in 1 mol% H2O mixtures. This anomaly is weakened by 
substitution of heavy water (D2O) at the fixed 1 mol% concentration of water. Moreover, 
three different kinds of glassy states are obtained by slow cooling and rapid quenching. 
‘Nearly-free hydrogen bonded’ (NFHB) water in the liquid state still exists in the rapidly 
quenched glassy state. 

2. Hydrogen bonding: geometrical effects and proton dynamics 

Generally, the hyperstructures of biomolecules are derived from multifunctional hydrogen 

bonding, which is mainly induced by water molecules. In such biomolecule-water systems, 

the bonding nature depends on the competition between geometrical effects and proton 

dynamics. In some circumstances, the competition between molecules is enhanced by the 

local charge balance, since charge imbalance is compensated for by geometrical effect or 

proton dynamics. Not only the local balance but also the stabilization of the system is 

realized by hydrogen bonding. The bonding network is optimized energetically through 

hydrogen bonding. Analogous with networks in synapses, the water-assisted system 

inherently possesses (i) information, (ii) information transfer (including feedback 

mechanisms), (iii) information selectivity (or switching mechanisms) and (iv) information 

memory. 

Many studies associated with proton dynamics have been carried out in the crystal state, 

since degrees of freedom are reduced in crystal systems. For instance, the ‘bonding 

structure’ of carboxylic acid-based crystals is summarized in a previous study (Foces-Foces 

et al., 2001). The bonding length of hydrogen bonding is responsible for degenerate double 

proton transfers between O-H···N and O···H-N. In addition, a proton order-disorder 

transition is observed directly by NMR measurements. Generally, the hydrogen bonding 

network consists of dimers, trimers, tetramers and higher molecular sequences. An 

amorphous solid is formed by curved or zigzag molecular sequences as a disordered state, 

while a linear molecular sequence contributes to the crystal structure. Consequently, a 

scenario describing the formation of crystals or amorphous solids is provided by the 

‘hierarchy structure’ (Fig. 1): (i) on the atomic scale, proton dynamics are derived from the 

local environment, (ii) on the mesoscopic scale, a variety of molecular sequences are induced 

by hydrogen bonding. Here, we have a big question: why can proton dynamics govern the 

molecular network to determine whether the crystal or amorphous solid is stabilized? To 

answer this question, the hydrogen/deuteron (H/D) effect was investigated as another 

approach. For instance, proton dynamics are drastically changed by deuteron replacement. 

It should be noted that the H/D effect is not simply a mass effect. In solid state NMR 

methods, intermolecular multiple proton-transfer processes were explained by H/D isotope 

effects (Klein et al., 2004). The kinetic behaviors of the double proton and deuteron transfer 

in the solid state are well described by the Bell-Limbach tunneling model.  
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy structure in a molecular solid and RTIL-water system in the liquid state. 

A part of the universal aspect of biochemistry is also seen in ferroelectric materials. Well-

ordered molecular ferroelectric materials, whose charge is highly balanced in the lattice, can 

minimize their positional, orientational and conformational ambiguity, apart from protons. 

Therefore, proton dynamics are enhanced in the 3D network. The ‘giant isotope effect’ on 

hydrogen bonds is one example describing spatially restricted protons or deuterons. For 

instance, potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) and its deuterated compound 

(KD2PO4) have quite different phase transition temperatures, Tc. The Tc of KH2PO4 is around 

122 K, while that of KD2PO4 is 229 K. DFT (density functional theory) calculations indicate 

the atomic positions of hydrogen: the on-centering of H (O-H-O) and the off-centering of D 

(O···D -O) (Koval et al., 2002). This centering can determine the bonding length, which is 

regarded as a ‘geometrical effect’. The distances between oxygens, dOO, are estimated to be 

0.242 nm (H) and 0.251 nm (D), respectively. The quantum delocalization of the proton 

contributes to the attractive interaction, that is, the ‘proton-mediated covalent bonding’ 

(PMCB). As a geometrical effect, below Tc, the off-centering of proton induces positional 

shifts of the P and K ions to stabilize the total energy. In further ab initio calculations of 

KH2PO4 and KD2PO4 (Koval et al., 2005), it was pointed out that proton motions are strongly 

correlated with the heavier ions within clusters in addition to the geometrical effect. The 

feedback effect of the geometrical modifications can explain not only the isotope effect but 

also the phase transitions under pressure. Further ab initio calculations introducing two 

different kinds of cluster models (Lasave et al., 2005) suggest that rotational defects of PO4 

cause a lattice contraction in KH2PO4. Domain wall motion around the domain freezing 

temperature, TF (=Tc-60 °C), is connected with a polarization flip. Both the domain wall and 

polarization dynamics are controlled extensively by the proton motion. 
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3. Experimental and calculation methology 

3.1 Materials 
As the sample RTIL in this study, we used N, N-diethyl-N-methyl-N-(2-methoxyethyl) 
ammonium tetrafluoroborate, [DEME][BF4] (Fig. 2) (Kanto Chemical Co., Tokyo, Japan), 
which is a hydrophilic RTIL (Sato et al., 2004). The as-received sample contains a small 
amount of water (126 ppm). Generally, RTILs are easily contaminated by vacuum drying to 
reduce H2O, so we used the sample without further purification. Mixtures were prepared by 
dissolving RTILs in a dry box, under a flow of He gas to exclude atmospheric H2O. The 
amount of water was estimated on the basis of the Karl-Fischer titration method. Special 
care was taken not to contaminate chemicals further with atmosphere. For H2O mixtures, 
distilled water (Wako Pure Chemical Co. Japan), was used, while D2O (99.9%) (Cambridge 
Isotope Laboratories, Inc.) was used for D2O mixtures. H2O concentrations, x, ranged from 
0.0 to 98.5 mol% H2O. H2O-D2O mixtures are represented as (1-y)H2O·yD2O. Sample 
solutions were prepared simply by dissolving the required amounts of water in 
[DEME][BF4] in the dry box filled with He gas. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Molecular structures of the cation [DEME] and the anion [BF4]. 

3.2 Simultaneous wide angle X-ray scattering and differential scanning calorimetry 
measurements 
In-situ observations were performed using a simultaneous wide angle X-ray scattering 
(WAXS) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (RINT-Ultima III; Rigaku Co., Tokyo, 
Japan), where the DSC is attached on a vertical goniometer. For in-situ observations of the 
liquids, the sample stage is fixed horizontally. The sample is put on an Al sample holder 
inside the DSC. A sealed X-ray tube (2 kW) and a scintillation counter move simultaneously. 
A parallel beam is obtained by a parabolic multilayer mirror. A long Soller slit is placed in 
front of the scintillation counter. Cu Kα radiation (λ=0.1542 nm) was selected for the 
simultaneous measurements. Beam divergence with the beam optics is estimated to be 0.1° 
by measuring a standard Si polycrystal. DSC windows for X-ray are metal coated Mylar 
films. During the simultaneous measurements, dry N2 gas was flowing at 20 cc/min in 
order to reduce moisture.  
In this study, two kinds of scan modes, ┠-2┠ and ┠ scans, were carried out. For conventional 
WAXS, a ┠-2┠ scan was used. The ┠-2┠ scan mode is the radial scan in reciprocal space. Peak 
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shifts and widths along the radial scan contain information of lattice distortions. The 
direction of the ┠ scan (rocking curve) is transverse to the radial direction in reciprocal 
space. The ┠ scan can detect the preferred orientation on the Debye ring of polycrystalline 
structures and mosaicity of a single crystal. Peak widths along the transverse direction 
contain information of crystal domain formation. The ┠ scans are performed by asymmetric 
movement of the X-ray tube and counter, while the sample stage is held horizontal. Crystal 
structures and precise lattice constants are determined by JADE application software 
(Rigaku Co.). 

3.3 Conventional WAXS and small angle X-ray scattering 
At room temperature, WAXS and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) of the liquid state 
were measured using an 18 kW X-ray generator (RINT2500; Rigaku Co., Tokyo, Japan). Cu 
Kα radiation was selected for both WAXS and SAXS. Scattered intensity was 
monochromated for WAXS by curved highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (002). Transmission 
geometry of the sample was set for both measurements. Windows for the sample holder 
were made of 7.5 μm thick polyimide thin films (Kapton; Nilaco Co., Tokyo, Japan). Using 
step scan mode at a fixed intervals, a few thousand counts were collected even at high 
scattering angles for both the sample and the background. Instead of the monochromator, 
Ni filter was set to decrease Kβ in the SAXS. The beam divergence in SAXS was 0.052°. 
DATA were collected above 0.2° in 2┠. A vacuum path was placed between the sample and 
the scintillation counter in order to reduce air scattering. 
To analyze the WAXS patterns quantitatively (electron units per molecule), we measured 
several integrated intensities of a standard powdered sample of Ni (Abe et al., 2007a). The 
calculated Compton scattering was subtracted from the corrected WAXS patterns. Here, the 
scattering vector, Q, is defined to be 4л(sin┠)/λ (nm-1). The radial distribution function 
(RDF) is given by (Nishikawa & Iijima, 1984; Katayanagi et al., 2004), 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2
0 2 0

2
4 sin d

z
π

π
∞

− = ∫
r

r ρ ρ Qi Q Qr Q .  (1) 

z2 is provided by 2 2
n

n

=∑z z , where zn is the atomic number of the nth component atom.   

In SAXS analysis, the Ornstein-Zernicke (OZ) correlation function (Stanley, 1971), χ(r) is 
introduced by analyzing critical scattering. The correlation function is given by, 

 χ(r)= /1
e−r ξ
r

, (2) 

where ξ is the correlation length. By Fourier transform of Eq. (2), the SAXS intensity using 
the OZ correlation function is obtained as I0/(1+ξ2Q2). By modifying the equation, ξ is 
calculated from a plot of Q2 vs. 1/I(Q). 

3.4 Conventional DSC and differential thermal analysis measurements 
Conventional DSC experiments were also carried out using DSC2910 (TA Instruments Japan 
Co., Tokyo, Japan) to ensure the complete phase behavior, cooling or heating rate 
dependence of the phase transitions was examined at 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10 °C/min, respectively. 
Thermal cycle experiments without replacing the sample were also performed repeatedly 
from 20 to -150 °C. 
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A simple differential thermal analysis (DTA) system designed for rapid quenching 
experiments was employed. As a reference material for the measurements, benzene (Wako 
Pure Chemical Co., Japan) was used. A sample cell (about 35 mm long and 2 mm i.d. glass 
tube with one side sealed) was filled with a mixture, and then a thermocouple junction was 
placed 25-30 mm from the mouth of the sample cell. As a precooling procedure, a 
vitrification was done by putting the whole sample solution directly into liquid nitrogen 
(500 °C/min). After removing the sample from the liquid nitrogen, the DTA traces were 
recorded. 

3.5 Raman spectroscopy and optical absorption measurements 
Raman spectra were measured by a NR-1800 Raman spectrophotometer (JASCO Co., Tokyo, 
Japan) equipped with a single monochromator and a CCD detector. The 514.5 nm/line from 
a Lexel Ar+ ion laser was used as an excitation source with a power of 250 mW. The Raman 
spectra were measured in the OH-stretching vibrational region for water along with the CH-
stretching band of [DEME] cation. Using a THMS-600 (Linkam Co., UK) temperature 
controller, the sample temperature was controlled between room temperature and -100 °C. 
Both the cooling and heating rate was 5 °C/min. 
The optical absorption spectra were measured using a ultraviolet and visible (UV-vis) 
spectrometer (V-570; JASCO Co., Tokyo, Japan) with a 1 cm path length quartz cell. All the 
measurements were performed at room temperature. 

3.6 DFT calculation 
DFT calculations were used as the investigation methodology for the interactions between 
the RTIL and water molecules (Zhang et al., 2008; Danten et al., 2010). Here, we performed 
DFT calculations on the optimized arrangement of the BF4-···n(H2O) complexes (n=1-4, 
where n is the number of H2O) to investigate the interaction between the BF4- anions and 
water molecules. All DFT calculations were carried out using the Gaussian03 program (Frish 
et al., 2003). For calculations on the BF4-···n(H2O) complexes, we used Becke’s three-
parameter (B3) exchange function (Becke, 1988). The B3 exchange function was combined 
with the Lee-Yang-Peer correlation function (B3LYP) (Lee, 1988). All calculations by this 
method were performed using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. 

4. Experimental results and discussion 

4.1 Phase stability of solid 
Examples of simultaneous WAXS-DSC measurements are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). 

WAXS on cooling reveal broad diffraction patterns due to the amorphous solid of 

[DEME][BF4] at 60.5 mol% H2O (Fig. 3(a)). Crystallization of [DEME][BF4] is completely 

suppressed even upon slow cooling (8 °C/min), although quite weak but sharp Bragg 

reflections from ice crystals of H2O were detected in the broad diffraction pattern. The green 

triangles in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are calculated 2┠ values of the ice crystal. The red circle is an 

ideal peak position of the Bragg reflection, which is identified as an Al sample holder. At the 

same time, corresponding phase changes at 60.5 mol% H2O were obtained from the DSC 

thermograph as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). On cooling, small exthothemal peaks, which 

are derived from the ice crystallization temperature (TI) and glass transition temperature of 

[DEME][BF4] (Tg), were observed. The TI and Tg lie very close together. By systematic  
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Fig. 3. Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) of [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixture at 60.5 mol% H2O 
both on (a) cooling and (b) heating. On cooling, an amorphous solid of [DEME][BF4] is 
formed at low temperature and a small amount of H2O ice crystals appears below -60 °C. 
Closed green triangles and red circles indicate the calculated 2┠ values of Bragg reflections 
of H2O ice crystals and the Al sample holder, respectively. DSC thermograms of the 
[DEME][BF4]-H2O mixture at 60.5 mol% H2O are plotted along with the WAXS. A weak 
exothermal peak is observed on cooling. The glass transition of [DEME][BF4] (Tg) and 
crystallization of a small amount of H2O ice crystal (TI) occur simultaneously. On heating, 
‘cold crystallization’ of [DEME][BF4] is observed at Tcc accompanying the exotherm. 
Additionally, two kinds of melting points, Tm1 and Tm2, are observed. 

measurements, we found that ice crystals of H2O (I-phase) exist above 60 mol% (xI). Upon 

heating, the distinct exothermal peak at -60 °C (Tcc), which is due to ‘cold crystallization’, 

appears on the thermograph. This is in accordance with the appearance of Bragg reflections 

in WAXS on heating as shown in Fig. 3(b). By further heating, the crystal melts with two 

endotherms characterized by two stages of melting, at Tm1 and Tm2, which are caused by two 

kinds of crystal structures in the system (Imai et al., 2008a). By simultaneous WAXS-DSC 

measurements, we can successfully determine the Tc, TI, Tg, Tcc, Tm1 and Tm2 experimentally. 

Here, we define the normal crystallization temperature of [DEME][BF4], Tc. A variety of 

phase behaviors both on cooling and heating is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively 

(Abe et al., 2009). Since the diagrams obtained in this study may depend on the cooling and 

heating rates, here we tentatively call these ‘kinetic phase diagrams’. Closed circles in the 

‘kinetic phase diagrams’ indicate the phase transitions observed by the simultaneous 

WAXS-DSC measurements. L indicates the liquid phase. First, we explain the results of the 

downstroke direction on cooling (Fig. 4(a)). From the experimental facts, we find that the 

crystal phase of [DEME][BF4] (C-phase) exists only for a small range of water content (0<x<4 

mol%). The crystallization temperature of [DEME][BF4], Tc, decreases with increasing water 

concentration. At 4-10 mol%, pure amorphous phase (A-phase) appears. The slow-cooled 

glass is described in detail in the next section. A two-phase coexistence, the (A+C)-phase, is 
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Fig. 4. ‘Kinetic phase diagrams’ of [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures on (a) cooling and (b) 
heating. Closed circles represent observed data, which are determined by simultaneous 
WAXS-DSC measurements. xcc and xI are defined to be a critical concentration of the ‘cold 
crystallization’ and the formation of H2O ice crystal, respectively. Tcc is the ‘cold 
crystallization’ temperature with an exothermal peak on heating. Tm1 and Tm2 are the 
melting temperatures, respectively. L, C, A, I and U represent the liquid, [DEME][BF4] 
crystal, amorphous, H2O ice and undefined phases. U is classified further into (I+A)-, (I+C)- 
and (I+A+C)-phases. 
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realized from 10 to 60 mol%, whereas a coexistence of the A-phase of [DEME][BF4] and H2O 
ice crystals (I-phase) is formed at xI (=60 mol%). Here, we define the temperature TI as the 
crystallization temperature of H2O ice. In contrast to Tc, the TI of the ice increases gradually 
with increasing water concentration. At x>xI, another interesting feature is found. The solid 
phase of the mixture of [DEME][BF4]-H2O is hardly uniquely defined in this region. U 
represents undefined phases. That is, despite using the same sample and cooling rate, the 
same solid phase did not appear in a reproducible manner. Here, three kinds of phases, 
classified as (i) (I+A)-, (ii) (I+C)- and (iii) (I+A+C)-phases, appear randomly. 

4.2 Comparison of the slow-cooled and quenched glasses 
Despite a normal cooling rate (1-10 °C/min), A-phases appeared in specific regions (4<x<10 
mol% and x=60 mol%) as shown in Fig. 4(a). The Tg of the A-phase at 6.7 mol% depends on 
cooling rate systematically, though Tc of the pure [DEME][BF4] is almost constant (Imai et 
al., 2008a). The slow-cooled glass at 6.7 mol% is characterized by ‘two dynamic components’ 
in its Raman spectra. These spectra were measured at -80 °C (T < Tc), apart from the spectra 
of the liquid states at 6.7 and 60.1 mol% H2O, which were obtained at 25 °C in order to 
compare with the Raman spectra in the slow-cooled glasses. The Raman spectra in the 
region of 2700-3200 cm-1 (Fig. 5(a)) concern the CH stretching vibrational mode of the cation. 
The signal at 680 cm-1 (shown in Fig. 5(b)) is assigned to the C4N symmetric modes of the 
cation (Imai et al., 2008a) and the signal at 740 cm-1 is in the BF4 stretching region. The 
Raman spectrum of the slow-cooled glass (x=6.7 mol%) is similar to that of the crystal (Fig. 
5(b)). In contrast, the Raman spectrum at around 3000 cm-1 (CH-stretching vibrational region 
of the cation) is almost the same as that of the liquid phase. The crystal-like and liquid-like 
spectra are emphasized as ‘two dynamic components’, although no difference between the 
liquid and the slow-cooled glass (x = 6.7 mol%) was observed in WAXS.  
Apart from the slow cooled glass (4<x<10), at around 60 mol%, a ‘competitive glass’ is 

generated as a crossover point from [DEME][BF4]-based to H2O-based properties. Basically, 

the competitive glass is similar to a spin glass, described as a locally frustrated system. In 

some cases, the frustration is caused by a competition between ferro-like and antiferro-like 

interactions (Satoh et al., 1978). In fact, crystallization of the mixture is completely 

suppressed at 60.1 mol%, apart from a small amount of ice crystallization as shown in Fig. 

3(a). In the Raman spectra both at low and high bands, the profile of the 60 mol% glass is 

similar to that of the liquid at 60.1 mol% (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). 

This implies that the ‘two dynamic components’ seen in the 6.7 mol% glass were not seen at 

60.1 mol%. On the other hand, a similarity between them is that ‘nearly-free hydrogen 

bonded’ (NFHB) water disappeared upon solidification in both cases. NFHB water is 

described in the following section. 

Although glassy states are realized even by slow cooling processes, we performed rapid 

quenching experiments. By DTA measurements, Tg varied extensively with the water 

concentration (Fig. 6) (Imai et al., 2010). On heating, pure [DEME][BF4] shows a glass 

transition at -100 °C. Rapid quenching prevents the pure [DEME][BF4] from crystallizing 

below Tc. Above Tg, the melted liquid from metastable glass was crystallized by further 

heating (Tcc=-74 °C). Since pure [DEME][BF4] has no ‘cold crystallization’ on slow cooling, 

the quenched glass of pure [DEME][BF4] is regarded as a highly non-equilibrium state. A 

significant finding in the quenched mixtures is that a double glass transition occurs at 

16<x<30 mol% (Imai et al., 2010). For instance, at x=18.1 mol%, a first glass transition was 
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Fig. 5. H2O concentration dependence of Raman spectra for [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures in 
the regions of (a) 2700-3200 cm-1 and (b) 200-1500 cm-1. Raman spectra of the liquid state (6.7 
and 60.1 mol%) were measured at 25 °C for a comparison with the slow-cooled glasses. 
Other Raman spectra were observed at -80 °C. The slow-cooled glass at 6.7 mol% H2O 
provides two kinds of dynamic properties: liquid-like behavior around 3000 cm-1 and 
crystal-like behavior around 1000 cm-1. In contrast, the other slow-cooled glass at 60.1 mol% 
has no crystal-like spectrum. 
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detected at around -100 °C (=Tg1) by an exothermic peak on the DTA trace. A second glass 
transition was carefully checked by re-quenching the sample (Imai et al., 2010). The second 
glass transition temperature, Tg2, is found to be around -95 °C. Finally, the metastable 
mixture is stabilized at -100 °C by ‘cold crystallization’ in the same manner as other water-
rich regions with a single glass transition. Here, we predict that a new heterogeneous region, 
which is different from polar and non-polar heterogeneity (Triolo et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 
2007), is formed by rapid quenching. One reason for this is that, in the liquid state, SAXS 
intensity in [DEME][BF4]-H2O decreased at 16<x<30 mol% (Aono et al., 2011). Simply, we 
consider that the new heterogeneity is explained by the difference in hardness, since the 
melting point is roughly proportional to the interaction between molecules. The soft part 
melts at Tg1 and the relatively hard part melts at Tg2. As shown in Fig. 6, the Tg1 of 
[DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures look likely to be connected with the Tg of the water-poor region, 
while the Tg2 curve is linked continuously with the Tg of the water-rich region. Therefore, in 
[DEME][BF4]-H2O, we suppose that the coexisting water-rich and water-poor regions are 
permitted from 16<x<30 mol% to change continuously from water-poor to water-rich 
regions. The water-poor region corresponds to the soft region and the relatively hard region 
is generated by the water-rich region. Very recently, in other RTILs, we found multiple glass 
transitions in [DEME][I]-H2O (Imai et al., 2011) and [C4mim][BF4]-H2O (Yoshimura et al., 
2011). Here, [C4mim][BF4] is 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate. Generally, a 
series of cations such as 1-alkyl-3-methyl imidazolium is expressed by [Cnmim] where n is 
the the alkyl chain length. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Tg variations with H2O concentration, x, in a quenched glass on heating.  

In other systems, double glass transitions have already been reported. For instance, the 
double glass transition phenomenon in aqueous tetraalkylammonium halide solutions is 
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derived from a metastable liquid-liquid immiscibility (Kanno et al., 1983). It is interpreted 
that the homogeneous solution at room temperature is separated into a water-rich phase 
and a salt-rich phase by lowering its temperature. In comparison with the previous 
instances of double glass transitions, the following differences in glass transition behavior 
appeared in the [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixed solutions. For one thing, the glass-forming 
composition region of [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures is much wider than those of aqueous 
solutions of tetraalkylammonium halides (91-94 mol% H2O). Also, the difference between 
the two glass transitions, ΔTg (=Tg2-Tg1), is at most 15 °C, and this is much smaller than that 
of glycerol-H2O mixtures (ΔTg=90 °C) (Inaba & Andersson, 2007). In general, domain 
dynamics in multiple phase transitions are described by density and the domain boundary, 
size and elasticity, which are related to differences of enthalpy and phase transition 
temperature, ΔT. Therefore, we deduce that the small ΔTg in [DEME][BF4]-H2O reflects the 
small difference in density (between the water-rich and water-poor regions) and its 
fluctuation size. 
Another significant point in the quenched mixture is that ice crystals were observed in the 
Raman spectra above 60 mol%, in the region denoted by I in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the 
Raman spectra of the quenched mixtures at -196 °C. The OH stretching mode of the ice 
crystal is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 7. The appearance of ice in the quenched mixtures 
coincides with the water concentration in the slow-cooled solid (Fig. 4(b)). This means that 
excess water molecules tend to form conventional hydrogen bonds as in bulk water above 
60 mol% at any cooling rate, though the extent strongly depends on the cooling rate. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7. Raman spectra in a quenched glass. Above 60 mol% H2O, ice crystals appeared. 

4.3 Nearly-free hydrogen bonding in liquid and quenched glass 
Now, we have a big question: excess water molecules with bulk water properties cannot 
exist below 60 mol% in the solid state. The idea of a confined water molecule may be the key 
to resolving this problem. It should be noted that the Raman signal at around 3650 cm-1, 
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which is assigned to ‘nearly-free hydrogen bonded’ (NFHB) water molecules, exists below 
80 mol% in the liquid state (Yoshimura et al.,2009). NFHB water means single molecules 
that do not form a hydrogen bonding network. In the quenched glass, NFHB water was 
observed at -196 °C in quenched mixtures below 80 mol% (Yoshimura et al.,2009). The 
entirely opposite tendency is seen in the slow-cooled glasses. Typically, the NFHB bands at 
6.7 and 60.1 mol% (A-phase) seem to disappear at around -80 °C on slow cooling, as shown 
in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Theoretically, a picture of NFHB water can be simply visualized by 
DFT calculations (Abe et al., 2010a). Since H···F bonding between BF4- and H2O is relatively 
strong, a BF4-···n(H2O) (n=1-4) cluster is preferred (Figs. 9(a), 9(b), 9(c) and 9(d)). Certainly, 
Raman bands calculated by DFT are in good agreement with the observed spectra. If we 
take into account fully connected F (BF4-:H2O=1:4), it is natural that bulk water tends not to 
appear at x < 80 mol %. The picture in the liquid state does not contradict the existence of 
NFHB water below 80 mol%. However, the population of the NFHB water in 60-80 mol% is 
estimated to be relatively small in the liquid state (Abe et al., 2009). Thus, on solidification 
both of slow cooling and rapid quenching processes, quite a small amount of ice crystals 
appears above 60 mol%. 
We summarize three different glassy states as shown in Fig. 10. It is found that the three 
glasses are formed at specific water concentrations by slow cooling (SC) and rapid 
quenching (RQ) in the [DEME][BF4]-H2O system. The three types are classified as (i) ‘two 
dynamic components’ (SC), (ii) a crossover from RTIL to water (SC) and (iii) NFHB assisted-
glasses (RQ). In the liquid state, nano-heterogeneity, which is separated into polar and non-  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Spectral changes in the nearly-free hydrogen bonded band of [DEME][BF4]-H2O at (a) 
x=6.7 mol% and (b) x=60.1 mol% by slow cooling. 
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(a) 

(b-1) n=2

(b-2) n=2 

(c) 
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Fig. 9. Optimized structures of the BF4-···n(H2O) (n=1-4) complex using the B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) basis set. In the case of the BF4-···2(H2O) complex, the BF4- anion takes two 

arrangement patterns with two water molecules: one is a linear arrangement (b-1) and 

another is a perpendicular arrangement (b-2). The former is energetically more stable than 

the latter (ΔE=1.6 kJ/mol). 

 

 

Fig. 10. Three glassy states in the [DEME][BF4]-H2O system. The existence of a nearly-free 

hydrogen bonded (NFHB) band of water implies that glass-forming mechanisms are 

different to each other. 
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polar parts, is stable in satisfying a charge balance. In the quenched glass, the double glass 
transition at 16-30 mol% suggests water compositional modulation (water-rich and water-
poor). Supposedly, the Tg1 and Tg2 splitting corresponds to soft and hard glasses. NFHB 
water still exists even if some local diffusion to the modulation is permitted in rapid 
solidification. In contrast to this, the slow-cooled glass at 6.7 mol% is formed under a 
competition between liquid and crystal. The experimentally obtained ‘two dynamic 
components’ suggest that the local environment is decomposed into soft (liquid-like) and 
hard (crystal-like) parts. At the crossover point (60 mol%), the absence of the ‘two dynamic 
components’ suggests that the crossover-type glass appears simply as an intermediate state. 
Finally, we emphasize that the glass-forming mechanism is entirely different in the three 
glasses. 

4.4 H/D effects at 1 mol% water mixture 
As mentioned earlier, intensity modulation on the Debye ring connects with the crystal 
domain structure, which reflects on nucleation and growth processes. In crystallization, a 
highly preferred orientation on the Debye ring was observed in [DEME][BF4]-0.9 mol% H2O 
(Fig. 11(a)) (Imai et al., 2008b). Rocking curves (┠ scan mode) in the [DEME][BF4]-water 
mixtures are obtained at a fixed 2┠ value (17.4°). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
of the peaks is estimated to be around 0.2°, where the mosaicity is equivalent to that of a 
single crystal. Moreover, each peak has a specific orientational relation of twin-crystal 
structure, such as can be observed in a shape memory alloys (Abe et al., 1994). A twinlike 
structure is represented by a pair of peak splittings. At 0.6 mol% and just below 1 mol%, the 
distinct sharp peaks vanished but broad modulations of intensity remained on the Debye 
ring. This is typical or preferred orientations as seen in conventional microdomains, which 
have weak orientational relationships. However, the preferred orientation disappears 
completely above 2.9 mol%. The ideal Debye ring show fairly fine domains or particles are 
randomly located with little orientational correlation to each other. Considering the 
conventional domain size, ┟0, domain formations in the present system are classified into 
three types; (I) weakly orientated microdomains (x<0.7 mol%;┟≈┟0), (II) composite domain 
structure of weakly orientated microdomains and large twin-related domains (x=0.9 
mol%;┟0<<┟), and (III) ideal randomly orientated microdomains (2.0<x<4.4 mol%;┟<<┟0). 
Domain sizes are drastically changed by a small amount of water. In addition to the domain 
formations, we mention the strain in the crystal. It is found that no strain occurs in the 
crystal lattice at 0-4.4 mol%, since no peak broadening of Bragg reflections along the radial 
direction (┠-2┠ scan mode) was observed in this water concentration range. It is curious that 
this complicated domain is formed without any intrinsic strain. We wonder whether, in 
other additives, anomalous type II domains occur. The rocking curves of [DEME][BF4]-D2O, 
-CH3OH, -C2H5OH and -C6H6 are shown in Fig. 11(b). The preferred orientations are similar 
to those at 0.6 (type I) or 2.9 (type III) mol% H2O. Consequently, we note that the type II 
domain is limited to the 0.9 mol% H2O mixture. Therefore, H2O-mediated hydrogen 
bonding is peculiar to the crystallization process. It is considered that the Type II domain at 
0.9 mol% H2O mixture is caused by a macroscopic elastic anomaly such as a shape memory 
effect (Abe et al., 1994). 
Not only the domain structure, but also the crystal structure of 0.9 mol% H2O are obviously 
different from pure, 0.6 and 2.9 mol% H2O mixtures (Imai et al., 2009). The orthorhombic 
lattice of pure [DEME][BF4] is determined to be aO=1.012, bO=1.347, cO=0.893 nm (Z=4).  
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Fig. 11. Rocking curves of (a) H2O and (b) other additives at -70 °C. Extensive preferred 
orientation occurs at a specific region of water concentration in [DEME][BF4]-water 
mixtures. 

WAXS patterns at 0.6, 0.9 and 2.9 mol% H2O are shown in Fig. 12. If we assume a smaller 
unit cell and two different kinds of modulated structures (superstructures), the observed 2┠ 
values are almost the same as the calculated ones. The smaller orthorhombic unit cell is 

expressed by aO’, bO’ and cO’. Blue circles represent the supercell of aO’× bO’×2cO’ (Z=8), 

while red circles indicate another supercell of 2aO’× bO’×2cO’ (Z=16) (Fig. 12). Unit cells and 
the volume per four [DEME][BF4] units, V4, of [DEME][BF4]-H2O are listed in Table 1. A 
significant finding is that V4 at 0.9 mol % is distinctly small. It should be noticed that the 
twin-related domain at 0.9 mol% H2O (┟0<<┟) is formed with two accompanying kinds of 
superstructures (Z=4m; m=2 and 4) and a volume contraction (small V4).  
In order to interpret the elastic and structural anomaly at 0.9 mol% H2O, we introduce a 
sublattice, which has the equivalent length (2.7 nm) of a sublattice constant, asub. The 
sublattice has a peculiar geometric relationship with the orthorhombic lattice (Fig. 13). The 
lattice relationship is given by, 

            
sub

2 22 3 2O O O Oa = = = +b c a c .  (3) 

The sublattice contains 48 molecules of [DEME][BF4]. If we assume that one water molecule 
exists in two sets of sublattices, the elastic anomaly is explained by a water network over the 
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Fig. 12. WAXS patterns of [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures. Crystal structures of 0.6, 0.9 and 2.9 
mol% H2O are calculated. Only the crystal structure of 0.9 mol % H2O is not calculated by 

unit cells of pure [DEME][BF4]. Blue circles indicate the aO’× bO’×2cO’ modulated lattice and 

red circles indicate the 2aO’× bO’×2cO’ modulated lattice. 

 

x Structure V4 (nm3) Tc 

0.6 % aO ×bO ×cO 1.210 -41.5 

aO’ ×bO’ ×2cO’ 1.145 -14.4 
0.9 % 

2aO’ ×bO’ ×2cO’ 1.101  

2.9 % aO ×bO ×cO 1.210 -45.6 

aO ×bO ×cO 1.214 -32.8 
4.4 % 

aO ×bO ×2cO 1.209  

8.8 % aO ×bO ×cO 1.216 -41.2 

12.0 % aO ×bO ×cO 1.219 -50.5 

Table 1. Each unit cell in the [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures is expressed in terms of the lattice 
constants of pure [DEME][BF4], where aO, bO and cO indicate those of the orthorhombus. aO’, 
bO’ and cO’ are smaller lattice constants. V4 is volume per four molecules (Z=4). 
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Fig. 13. The geometrical relationship between the orthorhombic lattice and its sublattice is 
drawn on the aO–cO plane. The sublattice is rhombic and the edge length of the rhombus is 
equal to 2bO. 

medium-range (Imai et al., 2009). Since the above assumption is defined to be one H2O 
molecule and 96 molecules of [DEME][BF4], 1/(1+96) provides 1.03 mol%. This means that 
an average distance of 1 mol% additives is equal to the sublattice parameters. The single 
H2O molecule in two sets of sublattices is based on the following idea: one molecule can 
occupy sites at P1-P2-Q1-Q2, P0-P3 and Q1-Q2-P3 on the sublattice points (Fig. 13). Since the 
lengths of P0Q1 and P0Q2 are too short, H2O molecules probably cannot be located at the 
sublattice points simultaneously. Thus, we consider that the perfect order of H2O can be 
realized only at 1 mol%. Also, a medium-range order (MRO) (Abe, 2007b) of H2O can 
contribute to the elastic anomaly, supercell and volume contractions at 0.9 mol% H2O. The 
geometric effect is enhanced by additions of H2O, which may be derived from strong 
hydrogen bonding of H2O. Recently, water network simulations are carried out by 
developing this idea (Abe et al., 2010b). The MRO of H2O is developing in the simulation 
box. 
Our next step is to clarify the anomalous behaviors at 0.9 mol% H2O by another approach. 

Since we consider that the anomalies are induced by particular hydrogen bonding of H2O, 

we examine the H/D effects at 0.9 mol% H2O in the same manner as the ‘giant isotope 

effect’ of ferroelectrics. In fact, the deuterated effect in RTILs has not been discussed much 

so far, though various kinds of RTIL-water mixtures have been investigated experimentally 

and theoretically. By fixing the water concentration at 1 mol%, we prepared [DEME][BF4]-

H2O, -0.75H2O·0.25D2O, -0.5H2O·0.5D2O and -D2O mixtures, where (1-y)H2O·yD2O mixtures 

are provided by the y parameter. We have determined the crystal structures and 

crystallization temperatures, Tc, of [DEME][BF4]-H2O, -0.75H2O·0.25D2O, -0.5H2O·0.5D2O 

and -D2O mixtures by simultaneous WAXS and DSC measurements (Abe et al., 2010a). The 

Tc, unit cell (Z=4m) and V4 of the mixtures are revealed in Table 2. It is obvious that Tc 

decreases with increasing D substitution. Also, superstructures vanish and V4 increases  
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 H2O 0.75H2O�0.25D2O 0.5H2O�0.5D2O D2O 

x 
(mol%) 

0.9 1.0 0.9 1.3 

Tc (°C) -14.4 -21.4 -34.8 -39.7 

unit cell aO’ ×bO’×2cO’ 2aO’×bO’×2cO’ aO’ ×bO’ ×cO’ aO×bO ×cO aO×bO×cO 

V4 (nm3) 1.145 1.101 1.181 1.212 1.209 

Table 2. Crystallization temperatures, Tc, unit cells of crystal structures and volume per four 
molecules (Z=4), V4, of [DEME][BF4]-0.9 mol% H2O, -1.0 mol% 0.75H2O·0.25D2O, -0.9 mol% 
0.5H2O·0.5D2O and -1.3 mol% D2O. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 14. Rocking curves at -80 °C of [DEME][BF4]-0.9 mol % H2O (y=0.0), -1.0 mol % 
0.75H2O·0.25D2O (y=0.25), -0.9 mol % 0.5H2O·0.5D2O (y=0.5) and -1.3 mol % D2O (y=1.0). 

gradually with increasing y. In addition to the ┠-2┠ scan mode, crystal domain structures of 
(1-y)H2O·yD2O mixtures were examined by ┠ scan mode. Figure 14 reveals the rocking 
curves on the Debye rings of the [DEME][BF4]-0.9 mol% H2O, -1.0 mol% 0.75H2O·0.25D2O, -
0.9 mol% 0.5H2O·0.5D2O and -1.3 mol% D2O mixtures, respectively. The rocking curves 
were obtained at a fixed 2┠ value (27.4°). In the case of [DEME][BF4]-0.9 mol% H2O and -1.0 
mol% 0.75H2O·0.25D2O, an extraordinary highly preferred orientation appears on the Debye 
ring. Judging from the asymmetric peak profiles or two peak tops, a twin-related domain 
(Type II; ┟0<<┟) occurs at y=0.0 and y=0.25. Whereas for the 0.9 mol% 0.5H2O·0.5D2O 
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(y=0.5), a conventional preferred orientation is observed. Weak intensity modulations on the 
Debye ring are expressed by much broader and weaker peaks (Type I; ┟≈┟0). Interestingly, 
the preferred orientation disappears completely in 1.3 mol% D2O (y=1.0). The domain 
(y=1.0) that gives an ideal Debye ring corresponds to Type III (┟<<┟0). Systematically, a very 
strong H/D effect is obtained in the [DEME][BF4]-1 mol% water system. The D substitution 
parameter, y, effects continuous changes of crystallization temperature (Tc), domain 
structures (┟), superstructures (Z=4m) and volume (V4). 
Based on the idea of the protonated effect in KH2PO (Koval et al., 2002; Koval et al., 2005; 
Lasave et al., 2005), we assume the hydrogen bonding in the solid, from a microscopic 
perspective, is as follows: (i) NFHB water in the liquid state might be bound to the F of the 
anion and also the O of the large cation as shown in Fig. 15(a), once the mixture is  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 15. The bonding scheme of (a) H2O and (b) D2O in crystal. In protonated water, ’on-
centering’ is preferred, whereas ’off-centering’ occurs in deuterated water. The atomic 
distance between oxygens, dOO, varies depending on the interaction. 

crystallized by slow cooling. Due to the highly packed solid structure, PMCB (H-O-H) is 
employed. (ii) D in the solid stays in its off-centered position (O···D-O), as shown in Fig. 
15(b). Where there is PMCB (hydrogen delocalization) in the crystal, the atomic distance 
between O and O, dOO, becomes shorter (Fig. 15(a)), but this attractive interaction does not 
occur in deuterated water, since the deuteron is stabilized in the off-center position as with 
KD2PO4. From assumption (ii), it follows that associating with deuterated water leads to a 
larger dOO. We infer that the PMCB in the [DEME][BF4]-0.9 mol% H2O crystal causes an 
extraordinary volume contraction, partly seen in the results in Table 2. A large contribution 
from PMCB in 1.0 mol % 0.75H2O·0.25D2O also provides a small volume contraction. Next, 
we focus on the influence of D on the domain structure related to PMCB. Domain 
morphology changes successively with the y parameter as shown in Fig. 14. Using the above 
PMCB mechanism, the discrepancy of the difference in scale might be resolved. From the 

(a)

dOO

(b)

H D
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strong H/D effect, we consider that the previously introduced sublattice network is treated 
as a PMCB perturbation. The geometrical network is a bridge between local atomic shifts 
(PMCB) and the macroscopic twin-related domain. Similarly, the Tc, which depends on the 
nucleation process, is connected to the H/D effect. However, the dynamic process 
connecting the microscopic to the macroscopic still remains unclear. Certainly, it is not 
sufficient to describe the dynamic motion of the domain wall by WAXS alone. Dynamic 
properties relating to its local structure could be interpreted from the Raman data, but there 
is further difficulty of detection with such a small content of water. In fact, we could not 
detect the differences due to the H/D effects in the Raman spectra at 1 mol % water. 

4.5 Hierarchy structure and its relationship to the nearly-free hydrogen bonding in the 
liquid state 
H/D effects on the crystal can lead us to the distinct ‘hierarchy’ structure based on 

hydrogen bonding. Considering our experimental results in the liquid state as a whole, the 

‘hierarchy’ of the liquid structure seems to be deeply connected to NFHB water. Figure 16 

shows WAXS patterns of [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures at room temperature. At around 85 

mol%, the patterns are modulated differently, and the Q position at the maximum intensity 

of the principal peak Qmax shifts to higher Q (Aono et al., 2011). The same tendency of Qmax 

is seen in [DEME][BF4]-D2O mixtures. Qmax as a function of H2O and D2O concentrations is 

plotted in Fig. 17. From the viewpoint of H/D effects in the liquid state, the local structure 

as a function of water concentration does not depend on H2O or D2O. Compared with the 

dense crystal, [DEME][BF4] and water are loosely bound to each other. The PMCB seen in 

crystals is not activated in the liquid. The sudden shift of Qmax can be regarded as a 

crossover point, xc (=85 mol%), to a different liquid structure. In a radial distribution 

function (RDF) at around 90 mol%, we found that the liquid structure is not represented by 

a simple superposition of pure [DEME][BF4] and H2O (Abe et al., 2010a). This implies that 

hydrogen bonding is coupled with other factors. In the WAXS, another significant finding 

was the appearance of a low-Q component such as a ‘prepeak’ (Allen et al., 1992; Salanne et 

al., 2008). The intensity of the low-Q component (Q~2 nm-1) increased only between 85 and 

95 mol% (Fig. 18). The low-Q component is related to MRO in network-forming ionic 

liquids, like ZnCl2 or SiO2. In ZnCl2, voids in the simulated liquid are analyzed using 

Voronoi polyhedra (Wilson & Madden, 1998). The weak ordering of the voids provides 

spatial contrast, that is, cation density fluctuations. Generally, the low-Q component is 

extremely sensitive to the density (Barker et al., 2000). Consequently, the liquid structure in 

the [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures has anomalies in coordination number, orientational order 

and density in the vicinity of 85 mol%.  

The liquid structures are roughly divided into three regimes: (i) an RTIL-based structure 
(x<80 mol%), (ii) an intermediate state (80<x<95 mol%) and (iii) bulk water (95 mol%<x). 
The intermediate state is not a simple mixing state, but an intrinsically complicated one. For 
instance, the low-Q component suddenly increases in this region, and RDF analysis 
indicates that the liquid structure is modified extensively by additional factors. From the 
viewpoint of molecular configurations, we can discuss the liquid structures in the 
anomalous mixing state. A simple aggregation of BF4-···n(H2O) as shown in Figs. 9(a), 9(b), 
9(c) and 9(d) is preferred below 80 mol%. The optimized arrangements can explain the 
observed Raman modes in the liquid state well (Takekiyo et al., in preparation.). Since water  
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Fig. 16. WAXS intensity changes in [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixtures at room temperature. Above 
80 mol% H2O, the maximum position of the normal principal peak in WAXS gradually shifts 
to that of pure water. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 17. H2O and D2O concentration dependences of Q position at the maximum intensity, 
Qmax, of WAXS patterns (Fig. 16). Qmax values increase drastically above 90 mol% H2O and 
D2O. 
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Fig. 18. H2O concentration dependence of intensity of the low-Q component in WAXS. Q 
position is 2.1 nm-1, which is provided by the allowances in Fig. 16. 

is loosely bound to a BF4- anion, bulk water is not formed. This corresponds to the RTIL-
based liquid structure below 80 mol%. In contrast, the intermediate scheme with a hierarchy 
structure requires a new concept, where the idea of BF4-···n(H2O) complexes is developed to 
interpret the anomalous mixing state at 80-95 mol%. 
In order to gather clues about this new concept, SAXS experiments of [DEME][BF4]-H2O 

mixtures were carried out. The SAXS intensity of pure [DEME][BF4] is relatively strong. The 

SAXS data do not fit well with representative models such as fractal morphology, lamellar 

structure, and spinodal decomposition. Therefore, we used the Ornstein-Zernicke (OZ) 

correlation function in Eq. (2) (Stanley, 1971). The correlation length, ξ, as a function of H2O 

concentration was estimated by the OZ correlation function, as shown in Fig. 19. The 

correlation length of pure [DEME][BF4] amounts to 1.7 nm in which the large cation size is 

0.8 nm. The nanoscale heterogeneity becomes smaller with increasing water content up to 50 

mol%. Around 50 mol%, the nanoscale fluctuation almost disappears because the correlation 

length is almost equal to the cation size. At 65-85 mol%, the correlation length, however, 

increases again. Finally, the correlation length is suppressed at greater than 90 mol%. The 

increment of SAXS at 65-85 mol% does not originate from polar and non-polar regions, since 

the formation of nano-heterogeneity is interrupted by the water network with increasing 

water concentrations. We confirm that density fluctuations at 65-85 mol% are induced as a 

precursor phenomenon of the above anomalous mixing state at 80-95 mol%. 

In addition to the density fluctuations, the anomalous mixing state of [DEME][BF4]-H2O is 
seen in optical absorption (Aono et al., 2011; Aono et al., submitted). The optical absorption 
spectra in the UV-vis region are shown in Fig. 20. The absorption spectrum of pure water is 
provided in the inset of Fig. 20. Pure water has an absorption at 4.7 eV (Laasonen et al., 
1993). With an increase in the water content, the optical absorption gradually decreases.  
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Fig. 19. H2O concentration dependence of correlation length, ξ, which is obtained with the 
Ornstein-Zernike correlation function 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 20. Optical absorption spectra as a function of water concentration. The inset shows the 
absorption spectrum of pure water. 
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However, an unusual increase is seen between 90 and 95 mol%. To see this anomaly, we plot 

the optical absorption as a function of water concentration in Fig. 21, where the photon 

energy is fixed at 4.7 eV. Apart from the rapidly increasing region described subsequently, a 

crossover point in the absorption coefficient, xc, is observed at 85 mol%. On the simple 

optical absorption curve, very high absorption appears between 90 and 95 mol%. In a 

previous study on [C4mim][PF6] (Paul et al., 2005), the optical absorption in the UV-vis 

spectra was explained well. The electronic absorption around 4.4 eV in [C4mim][PF6] 

provides information on the polarity of the RTIL and the dynamics of the diffusion. Here, 

the possible excited species are induced by the donor-acceptor charge transfer, proton 

transfer, molecular conformational change, hydrogen bonding ability, and polarity 

(Mahanta et al., 2008). For the [DEME][BF4]-H2O mixture, we focus on the anomalous optical 

absorption at 90-95 mol%. We introduce the cluster model (Aono et al., submitted), which 

consists of an inner core and outer shell in an analogy with a micelle structure. The core 

corresponds to a BF4-···4(H2O) cluster, based on DFT calculations (Fig.9 (d)). In the outer 

shell, water molecules are loosely bonded to the inner core. A large cation is excluded from 

the cluster. The model is not contradicted by the experimentally obtained non-NFHB water 

above 90 mol%. In the model, four H2O molecules of the inner core should be hydrogen 

bonded with outer H2O molecules. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 21. Water concentration dependence of the optical absorption coefficient at 4.7 eV. 

5. Summary 

In this study, we explore a variety of water-mediated molecular interactions. Both in the 
liquid and solid states, the [DEME][BF4]-H2O system, a non-imidazolium RTIL, has a lot of 
phases and states, including a non-equilibrium state. Moreover, some of them are 
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characterized by self-assembly or hyperstructure. Here, it is crucial that well-organized 
structure on the mesoscopic scale contributes to the hierarchy. In the case of [DEME][BF4]-
H2O, hydrogen bonding plays an important role in structural formation at each scale.  
The hierarchy structure in the liquid state is summarized in Fig. 22. As an intermediate state 

between RTIL and bulk water, the hierarchy appears at 80-95 mol%. In order to explain the 

extraordinary mixing state, we introduce a hybrid cluster (core + shell), which is self-

assembled. A core part, described by BF4-···n(H2O), is aggregated by H···F bonding. Non 

H···F bonding water above 80 mol% surrounds the core part. It is predicted that a (core + 

shell) cluster has a size distribution and its own relaxation time. Possibly, self-assembled 

clusters can make a striking contrast in density over the medium-range. If the size of density 

fluctuations is distributed widely, optical absorption over the whole UV-vis range is 

recognized by light scattering. We emphasize that the hierarchy of the liquid structure is 

regarded as one of self-organization based on hydrogen bonding, although there is no H/D 

effect. 

 

 

Fig. 22. Hierarchy structure in a liquid state at 80-95 mol% H2O. MRO (medium-range 
order) and SAXS (small angle X-ray scattering) reveal density fluctuations at each scale. 

In the three different glassy states illustrated in Fig. 10, thermal treatments, heterogeneity 
and NFHB can distinguish the glass forming mechanism. In the denser solid state, hydrogen 
bonding effectively acts on the glasses instead of forming a non-equilibrium state. The big 
difference in hydrogen bonding is described by the non-NFHB of slow-cooled glasses and 
NFHB of quenched ones. Furthermore, a double glass transition is observed in the quenched 
glass, which is formed extremely far from an equilibrium state. Freezing separately into 
water-poor and water–rich regions proves that there are two kinds of water roles. In the 
water-rich region, Tg2 becomes higher alongside a change to hard glass, where water 
molecules act as binding between other molecules. On the other hand, water-poor glass is 
unstable, with lower Tg1. In the soft glass of the water-poor region, water molecules tend 
conversely to break the glassy state. Hence, heterogeneity (water-rich + water–poor) formed 
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by the two different roles of water is distinguished from the nano-heterogeneity (polar + 
non-polar) of pure RTILs. Since ΔTg in the double glass transition is quite small, each region 
of water-rich and water–poor is estimated to be relatively small. Therefore, coexistence of 
hard and soft glasses in the double glass transition is regarded as a kind of hierarchic 
anomaly related to macroscopic glass transition temperatures. 
In the crystal state, at 1 mol% H2O only, macroscopic anomalies are observed. The 
anomalies are as follows; (i) high crystallization temperature (Tc), (ii) twin-related domain 
(┟>>┟0), (iii) superstructures (Z=4m) and (iv) volume contraction (small V4). In proportion to 
D substitution, these anomalies gradually disappear. The H/D effect reveals that H is 
extensively involved in hydrogen bonding despite the small amount of water. The inherent 
bonding nature of H is explained by introducing attractive PMCB on the microscopic scale 
(Abe et al., 2010a) and repulsive water in the sublattice network  (Abe et al., 2010b) (Fig. 23). 
If just 1 mol% of water is fully ordered on the sublattice with an equivalent sublattice 
constant, the geometrical order provides an elastic influence on the whole lattice. The 
mutual effects of the virtual PMCB and sublattice network become more realistic with 
strong H/D effects. 

 

 

Fig. 23. Hierarchy structure of crystals at 1 mol% H2O. Proton-mediated covalent bonding 
(PMCB) controls macroscopic properties such as crystallization temperature, Tc, twin-
related domain (┟>>┟0), superstructures (Z=4m) and volume contraction (V4). The H/D 
effect is dominant only at 1 mol% H2O. 
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A water molecule can bring out hidden properties of other molecules. For instance, proteins 
fully utilize the effects of water molecules. To understand the hydrogen bonding of water 
geometrically is significant for clarifying its ‘function and structure’. The grouping of 
hydrogen bonding has just begun in simple molecular systems such as [DEME][BF4]-H2O.  
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